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Although hydraulic fracturing is the most commonly used
method for fracturing of shale-gas-bearing rock, there
are some problems with this method. As plasma blasting
can fracture rock without these problems, laboratory-scale
fracturing of cement and rock specimens by plasma blasting
was performed to investigate the possibility of using this
method in shale gas development. Specimens were fractured
by plasma blasting under various stress conditions. First,
specimens were fractured under uniform pressure, and
the discharge energies required for fracturing and fracture development were investigated. As uniform pressure
increased, the energy increased as a parabolic curve. Fewer
fractures were developed as uniform pressure increased
for the same discharge energy. Second, plasma blasting
was performed for specimens subjected to three different
stresses. Fractures both perpendicular and oblique to the
minor stress direction were developed with a differential
stress of 3 MPa; however, only fractures perpendicular to
the direction of the minor stress were developed with an 8
MPa differential stress. More fractures with diverse directions were developed with the same stress conditions but
higher energy. Several long fractures were developed by
multiple low-energy blasts, the same result as for one highenergy blast. Proppants were injected effectively into fractures by plasma blasting, resulting in a hydraulic conductivity
increase. In sandstone, the geological structure controlled
the direction and characteristics of fracture development
by plasma blasting. All these results indicate that plasma
blasting can be a possible method for fracturing shale gas
formation. However, more researches are necessary to
apply this method in shale gas development in field.

Introduction
Shale gas, which is currently important in the energy market, is an
unconventional natural gas. Shale gas deposits occur worldwide and
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will be the main natural gas resource in the future. The international
Energy Agency predicted that energy demand in 2040 will be 25%
higher than that in 2017. Natural gas demand will also increase as
1.6% per year up to 2040 (IEA, 2018). As shale has very low permeability, artificial fracturing methods must be applied for economic
development of this type of rock (Perry and Lee, 2007). The most
commonly used method is hydraulic fracturing, which can dramatically improve rock permeability and therefore the production of gas.
However, there are some problems with application of hydraulic fracturing for fracturing rock. Because of the large water consumption,
hydraulic fracturing cannot be undertaken in areas where large amounts
of water cannot be supplied; in addition, as the injection fluid not only
contains many chemicals but also induces seismicity, it is likely to
cause environmental and safety problems (Osborn et al., 2011; Ellsworth, 2013; Kim et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019). These problems have
prompted the development of new fracturing methods that can replace
hydraulic fracturing. Among the newly developed methods, plasma
blasting is currently in the spotlight. This method has several advantages compared to hydraulic fracturing: it uses very small amounts of
water and the possibility of environmental and safety problems is
remarkably low (Chen et al., 2012).
Plasma blasting creates a plasma channel between two electrodes
from the accumulated electrical energy and results in high heat, a
shock wave and a volume increase of fluid by rapid evaporation if the
discharge is generated within a fluid, which breaks the rock mass.
This technology is classified into two types on the basis of the discharge method used. In the first type, the discharge is generated between
two electrodes immersed within a fluid, and the shock wave propagates through the fluid to the surrounding rock, thus crushing the rock
(Chen et al., 2012). In the second method, the rock is located between
two electrodes in air. The plasma channels penetrate into the rock and
the shock waves generated by the plasma channels cause a tensile
force within rock, resulting in failure. In general, the tensile strength
of rock is less than 10% of the compressive strength; therefore, the
plasma channels that pass through the rock use less energy to break
the rock than that for breaking by compression (Yan et al., 2016a).
However, this method is applicable only dry conditions. As most
wells are filled with water or fluid, the second method is not applicable within wells.
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As plasma blasting generally occurs within a few hundred nanoseconds, it is difficult to analyze the electrical characteristics accurately
(Touya et al., 2006). Moreover, many researchers have used the same
principle of plasma blasting, which is instantaneous discharge of
energy accumulated in a capacitor, but various different electrical
characteristics have been reported depending upon types of probes
and switches used, and the type of measuring equipment (Hamelin et
al., 1993; Pronko et al., 1993; Karpel-Vel-Leitner et al., 2005; Touya
et al., 2006; Li et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2013). The electrical characteristics during plasma blasting are well described in Touya et al. (2006)
and Yan et al. (2016a).
Plasma blasting is an effective method to break solid material such
as rock and concrete, and several studies have been conducted on
breakage of rock by plasma blasting (Andres, 1994; Razavian et al.,
2015). The magnitude of the shock wave was measured by a pressure
sensor by Touya et al. (2006). Plasma blasting was performed above
and inside a cement cylinder and fracturing was verified by permeability testing (Maurel et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2012). Hamelin et al.
(1993), Wang et al. (2011), and Yan et al. (2016a, b) broke rock material by plasma blasting. In the 1970s, United States researchers con-

ducted plasma blasting inside boreholes to increase oil productivity,
and several patents were issued (Scott, 1978; Wesley, 1982). Plasma
blasting is suitable for use in outer space because it is impossible to
bring explosives in a spaceship to break rocks, and so plasma blasting
is much safer (Best et al., 2008; Baltazar-Lopez et al., 2009). The method
can also be useful in civil engineering or mining (Hamelin et al., 1993;
Pronko et al., 1993). In general, explosives are difficult to handle safely
and blasting by explosives sometimes causes vibration, although controlled blasting or smooth blasting which are rather expensive can
control vibration. Plasma blasting is less dangerous and produces less
vibration than blasting by explosives. Recently, fracturing technology
by plasma blasting has been studied by some researchers for development of unconventional hydrocarbon resources (Maurel et al., 2010;
Chen et al., 2012; Yan et al., 2016a, b); However, all these studies focused
on breaking solid material by plasma blasting under the atmospheric
pressure. No research has been conducted on the amount of energy
needed to fracture rock under various stress conditions and the characteristics of fracture development by plasma blasting for specimens
under various stress conditions.
In this study, laboratory-scale fracturing by plasma blasting was
performed to investigate the possibility of
using plasma blasting to fracture shale-gasbearing rock or rock for geothermal development. The experimental energy criterion for
fracturing and the characteristics of fracture
development in different stress conditions were
examined. Artificial specimens were produced
using cement mortar; natural rock (sandstone)
specimens were also prepared. The characteristics of the plasma blasting apparatus were
examined by measuring the discharge energy
for different gap distances of the gap switch. The
energies required to fracture cement mortar
specimens under uniform pressure and the characteristics of fracture development were investigated. Specimens with three different principal
stresses, representing the assumed in situ stress
state, were fractured by plasma blasting to
investigate the characteristics of fracture development in situ. Finally, proppant injection by
plasma blasting and the effect of anisotropy of
natural rock were examined.

Experiment
Experimental Apparatus

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram and (b) photograph of test apparatus for plasma blasting.

The test apparatus is composed of an electrical unit and a mechanical unit (Fig. 1). The
electrical unit (EnerCons Inc., Seoul, Korea)
consists of a power supply that converts AC
power into DC power, a capacitor that stores
electrical energy, a gap switch that controls the
discharge voltage and instantaneously transfers electrical energy, and a blasting probe that
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(Fig. 1); thus, it can produce both uniform
pressure conditions and the in situ stress conditions of an underground rock mass. The maximum load along each direction is 980 kN;
therefore, for a cubic specimen with 20-cm sides,
the maximum normal stress along each direction is 25 MPa.

Specimen Preparation

Figure 2. (a) Photograph and (b) cross-section of the blasting probe.
generates an electrical discharge inside the borehole. This type of
electrical unit has also been used in previous studies (Touya et al.,
2006; Best et al., 2008; Maurel et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2012; Zhu et
al., 2013; Yan et al., 2016a, b). A power supply in which diodes and
resistors are included supplies constant DC power to the capacitors.
The capacitor has a capacitance of 200 µF and can accumulate electrical energy up to a voltage of 22 kV. The discharge voltage can be controlled by the gap distance of the gap switch that is connected to the
high-voltage line of the capacitor. The gap switch, which consists of
two copper balls, is efficient and durable compared of other switches
used for plasma blasting, such as gas, semiconductor and magnetic
switches (Li et al., 2017). The disadvantages of the gap switch are that
discharge voltages cannot be controlled precisely and may be not the
same at each blast, although the gap distances are equal. The blasting
probe is made of steel and plastic. The outer steel tube of the probe
serves as the ground electrode. A high-voltage electrode passes
through the center of the probe and the space between the steel tube
and the high-voltage electrode is filled with plastic insulation (Fig. 2).
When electrical energy above a certain voltage level is charged into
the capacitor, electrical energy is transferred instantaneously through
the gap switch. The transferred electrical energy is discharged between
the two electrodes at the end of the probe. The rock mass is broken by
the strong shock wave and the volume expansion of fluid by rapid
evaporation, which are produced by the electrical discharge.
A true-triaxial compression machine (AceOne Tech., Ansan,
Korea) was used to pressurize the specimen. This machine has three
independent pressurization systems along the X, Y, and Z directions

Figure 3. (a) Cement mortar specimen and (b) sandstone specimen.
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Forty cubic specimens with 20-cm sides
were produced using cement mortar, which is a
mixture of cement (40%) and sand (60%) (Fig.
3a). Cement mortar (GP-400, Hanilcement Co.
Ltd., Korea) was easy to form into a cubic
shape and the specimens made of cement mortar were homogeneous. If specimens were not homogeneous, the
experimental results would be difficult to investigate because the
results would be affected by specimen-specific characteristics. The
cement mortar was mixed with water that was 15% of the cement
mortar weight and solidified for 3 days in a stainless steel mold (AceOne Tech., Ansan Korea) manufactured with an accuracy of less than
0.5 mm in length. Subsequently, specimens were cured in water for
more than one month to ensure specimen uniformity. Five rock specimens of yellowish-brown fine-grained quartz sandstone of Neoproterozoic age from the Sugetbrak Formation of the Aksu area, Tarim
Basin, China were also prepared. In the sandstone, bedding planes are
weakly developed. Because it was very difficult to cut rock specimens as exact cubes, sandstone blocks were cut as rough cubes with
side lengths of about 18 cm. Each of these specimens was placed in
the center of a mold and the gaps between the sandstone and the mold
were filled with cement mortar to produce exact cubes (Fig. 3b). Neither detachment nor breaking between the sandstone and the cement
mortar were observed during pressurization and blasting of specimens. The compressive strengths of the cement mortar and sandstone
specimens were 46.8 and 46.0 MPa and the tensile strengths were 3.26
and 3.29 MPa, respectively. These compressive and tensile strengths of
cement mortar and sandstone are similar to those of shale-gas-bearing rock (Fjaer and Nes, 2013). The porosity of the sandstone was
11.94%, much higher than that of the cement mortar, which was 1.5%
(Table 1).

Experimental Procedures
A borehole 3.2 cm in diameter was drilled at the center of the specimen. The specimen was placed in the true-triaxial compression machine
and pressurized. Fluid (tap water) was injected into the borehole. The
blasting probe was inserted into the central portion of the borehole
and high-voltage electricity was discharged. The current and voltage
were measured during discharge to analyze the electrical characteristics. The discharge voltage was determined from the voltage difference
between two electrodes of the probe and the current was measured
through the ground line along which the current returned to the capacitor. As the power supply was activated, electrical energy began to
accumulate in the capacitor and the voltage increased. When the voltage in the capacitor became higher than the voltage level that would pass
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Table 1. Physical and mechanical properties of cement mortar and sandstone samples

Density
(g/cm )

Porosity
(%)

Tensile strength
(MPa)

Uniaxial compressive
strength (MPa)

Cohesion
(MPa)

Friction Angle
(°)

Cement mortar

2.03

1.50

3.26

46.80

11.32

39.3

Sandstone

2.29

11.94

3.29

46.02

9.78

47.2

3

through the gap between two copper balls in the gap switch, a plasma
blast took place between the two electrodes at the end of the blasting
probe.
Three types of experiment were carried out. First, specimens were
pressurized by uniform pressure and fractured by plasma blasting to
determine how discharge energy varied with uniform pressure. Characteristics of fracture development for different uniform pressures and
discharge energies were investigated. Second, specimens were pressurized by three different principal stresses, which represented the
assumed in situ stress conditions, and were fractured by plasma blasting. Differences in fracture development under different stress conditions and discharge energies were examined. Finally, experiments on
proppant injection, verification of fracturing and the effects of anisotropy in fracturing of natural rock were carried out. Proppant injection
was examined by plasma blasting together with water mixed with
proppants. Quartz glass beads with a diameter of less than 400 µm were
used as proppants. As the glass beads were transparent, they were not
easy to recognize within fractures; hence, they were dyed by red ink.
Hydraulic conductivity of specimen was measured by the double
packer test before and after plasma blasting to verify fracturing. A section of borehole was sealed off by packers above and below the test
section and water was pumped into the test section. The hydraulic
conductivity, K, was calculated:
Q
L
L
K = -------------- ln ⎛⎝ ---⎞⎠ , if --- > 10
r
2πLH
r

(1)

Q
L
–1
K = -------------- sinh , if 10 > --- > 1
r
2πLH

(2)

where Q is flow rate, and r is the radius of borehole. L is the test section, and H is increase in head compared with that at rest (Hamm et
al., 2007). In this test, L was 10 cm and r was 1.6 cm. Thus, equation
(2) was used in calculation of hydraulic conductivity.

Discharge Energy
The discharge voltage was controlled by the gap distance. The
greater the gap distance is, the higher the voltage is. Plasma blasting
began with a gap distance of 1.0 mm. Gap distances increased for each
successive plasma blast at 0.5-mm intervals to a maximum of 4.0 mm
and the discharge voltage was measured during each blasting. Blasting was carried out at least twice for each gap distance and average
voltages were calculated. When the gap distance was 1.0 mm, the
average discharge voltage was 5 kV; when the gap distance was 4.0 mm,
the average voltage was 13 kV. As the gap distances increased, the
average discharge voltages increased linearly (Fig. 4). The coefficient
of determination for the regression line (R ) was as high as 0.98. However, as shown in Fig. 4, the discharge voltages were not equal although
the gap distances were identical; for example, there was a voltage dif2

Figure 4. Relationships between discharge voltage and gap distance,
and between energy and gap distance.

ference of 0.91 kV between different blasting experiments when the
gap distance was 3.5 mm. This is because the conditions of the copper ball surfaces, humidity and electrical conductivity of fluid might
have been different for each blast. As almost all the electrical energy
accumulated in the capacitor is discharged during plasma blasting, the
electrical energy in the capacitor may be equal to the discharge energy
(Yan et al., 2016a). The electrical energy accumulated in the capacitor is calculated from the capacitance of the capacitor and the discharge voltage (Eq. 3).
1
E = --- cv
2

2

(3)

where E is the discharge energy, c is the capacitance of the capacitor
and v is the discharge voltage. When the gap distance was 1.0 mm,
the average discharge voltage was 5.0 kV and thus the energy was 2.5
kJ. When the gap distance was 4 mm, the average discharge voltage
was 13 kV and the energy was 16.9 kJ. As the discharge energy is related
to the square of the voltage, the energy increases as a parabolic curve
(Fig. 4).

Results and Discussion
Fracture Development under Uniform Pressure
Shale gas formations may lie at shallow depth to very deep underground; therefore, the in situ stress may be high and the energy needed to
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Figure 5. Energies needed to fracture cement mortar specimens under
uniform pressure. Solid circles represent energies that fractured the
specimen; solid rectangles are energies that did not fracture specimens at each level of uniform pressure. Dashed lines are best-fit
lines. The upper line indicates the upper limit of zone and the lower
line indicates the lower limit of zone for fracturing of a cement
mortar specimen by plasma blasting.
fracture the shale will be higher than that required under atmospheric
pressure. However, almost all research on plasma blasting in resources
engineering, civil engineering and environmental science has been
carried out under atmospheric pressure (Chen et al., 2012; Yan et al.,
2016b). Therefore, plasma blasting tests on specimens under stressed
conditions are necessary to apply plasma blasting in shale gas development.
Several plasma blasting tests were performed for cement mortar
specimens under uniform pressures of 0–25 MPa to determine the
energy needed to fracture specimens under different uniform pressures, and to characterize fracture development (Fig. 5). Because no
research had been done on how much energy is needed to fracture
cement mortar specimens under different uniform pressures, trial and
error was used to determine the energy. Plasma blasting with a certain
energy level was conducted for a specimen under a given uniform

pressure. If the specimen was not fractured, it was discarded and a
new specimen was prepared. Plasma blasting with higher energy than
before was conducted again under the same uniform pressure. If the
specimen fractured, plasma blasting at a higher uniform pressure was
carried out. The discharge energy measured by this method might be
over-estimated because the gap distance increased at 0.5 mm intervals, so the energy increment was large at each step. For example,
when the pressure was 10 MPa, the specimen did not fracture with a
gap distance of 2.5 mm and a discharge energy of 8.3 kJ (Fig. 5). The
next test was conducted on a new specimen with a gap distance of 3.0 mm
and a discharge energy of 13.2 kJ; under these conditions, fractures
developed. At a pressure of 10 MPa, 13.2 kJ was determined as the
energy necessary to fracture the specimen. However, 13.2 kJ is not the
minimum energy to fracture the specimen; instead, the specimen might
have fractured at 8.4 kJ, which is 0.1 kJ higher than the value for one
step before. Therefore, a zone, rather than a line, was determined. In
Fig. 5, the upper line indicates the highest energy and the lower line
represents the lowest energy for fracturing of a cement mortar specimen by plasma blasting. The energy needed to fracture the cement mortar specimen may be located between these two lines (Fig. 5). Because
plasma blasting is intended for shale gas development, the energy was
determined from fractures in the specimen that were sufficiently long
to be identified visually. This may be another factor resulting in overestimation of the energy necessary for fracturing.
As uniform pressures increased, both the upper limit and the lower
limit required for fracturing increased. Energy increased somewhat rapidly
up to a pressure of about 15 MPa, but the increment rate decreased
gradually as pressure increased. The best-fit curves are parabolic, and
both R values are 0.96. These curves represent the energy necessary
for fracturing of cement mortar specimens under uniform pressure.
The area below the low limit curve may represent stability; that above
the high limit curve represents possible specimen failure.
Three plasma blasts with almost the same energy and different uniform pressures were performed on cement mortar specimens to investigate the variation of fracture development with pressure (Fig. 6).
The pressures were 5, 10 and 20 MPa and the discharge energies were
14.2–14.8 kJ, which are the minimum energies required to break the
specimen under a pressure of 20 MPa. When the pressure was 5 MPa,
2

Figure 6. Different patterns of fracture development with similar discharge energy but different uniform pressures. The gap distance was 3.5
mm for all three specimens but the discharge energies were 14.2–14.8 kJ. The uniform pressures were (a) 5 MPa, (b) 10 MPa and (c) 20 MPa.
Thin solid lines are fractures.
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eight radial fractures developed (Fig. 6a). Six of these fractures reached
the sides of the specimen and the other two fractures were longer than
5 cm. Fractures were distributed rather evenly in the specimen, though
three fractures developed in the right upper quadrant. This may have
occurred because of an uneven pressure distribution within the specimen. At a pressure of 10 MPa, five fractures formed within the specimen. Two fractures reached the sides of the specimen, but two were
shorter. One fracture did not initiate from the wall of the borehole.
When the pressure was 20 MPa, four fractures developed in the central portions of the sides of the specimen, all of which reached the side
walls of the specimen. These results indicate that, for constant discharge energy, fewer fractures will be developed at higher uniform
pressure.

Fracture Development under In situ Stress
The in situ stress generally has three different principal stresses.
Plasma blasting tests were performed for cement mortar specimens to
which three different stresses were applied using the true tri-axial
compression machine. The three principal stresses were σ = 15 MPa,
σ = 10 MPa, and σ = 7 MPa (Fig. 7); σ was fixed as the vertical
stress and σ and σ as two horizontal stresses. Then, hydraulic fracturing always makes horizontal fractures which is perpendicular to the
minor principal stress. Since the intermediate principal stress is also a
factor to control fractures (Ali et al., 2015), two different stress states
on the plane perpendicular to the borehole axis were applied to specimens to investigate whether the fracturing direction and characteristics of fracture development were affected by the stress state. As a
horizontal hole was drilled for plasma blasting, the plane perpendicular to the borehole axis was a vertical plane. If a borehole was drilled
parallel to the σ direction, the stresses acting on the plane were the
intermediate and the minor principal stresses and were 10 and 7 MPa.
The differential stress, which is the difference between stresses, would be
3 MPa (Fig. 7a). For a borehole parallel to the σ direction, the stresses
acting on the plane were the major and the minor principal stresses
and were 15 and 7 MPa. The differential stress was 8 MPa (Fig. 7b).
A specimen with a differential stress of 3 MPa was fractured by
1

2

3

1

3

2

1

2

plasma blasting with a discharge energy of 11.9 kJ since the average
of the three principal stresses was 10.7 MPa and the minimum energy
required to fracture the specimen with uniform pressures of 10.7 MPa
was about 11.0 kJ (Fig. 5). The gap distance between the two copper
balls was 3.0 mm. Three fractures propagated from the borehole. The
dominant fracture was almost perpendicular to the minor principal
stress direction, the same result as with hydraulic fracturing (Riu et
al., 2017). This fracture reached the side of the specimen. The two
other fractures were short and oblique to the minor stress direction
(Fig. 8a). A specimen with a differential stress of 8 MPa was fractured by plasma blasting with a discharge energy of 13.2 kJ. The discharge energy was different from the energy discharged in the previous
experiment, although the gap distance between the copper balls was
the same. This is because of slight differences in factors such as surface conditions of the copper balls and electrodes of blasting probe,
humidity, and a slight difference in fluid conductivity. Two fractures were
developed and reached the side of the specimen, and were almost perpendicular to the direction of the minor stress. These fractures were
distinct, long and almost straight because of higher energy and higher
differential stress than the previous experiment in Fig. 8a.
Plasma blasting was performed with the same stress conditions as
Fig. 8, but higher discharge energy. The gap distance between the copper
balls was 4.0 mm and the discharge energy was 18.5 kJ. With a differential stress of 3 MPa, seven fractures formed (Fig. 9a). Four fractures propagated from the borehole to the sides of the specimen; two
fractures were perpendicular to the minor principal stress, but two
were parallel to the minor principal stress and perpendicular to the
intermediate principal stress direction, which yielded different results
from hydraulic fracturing. Three fractures were short and almost perpendicular to the minor principal stress direction: two of these propagated from the borehole wall, but one initiated within the specimen.
When the differential stress was 8 MPa, five fractures developed with
a discharge energy of 18.6 kJ (Fig. 9b). Three fractures were long
enough to reach the sides of the specimen, of which two were perpendicular to the minor stress. The other two fractures were short and
oblique to the minor stress. No fracture perpendicular to the major
principal stress were developed.

Figure 7. The three principal stresses applied to the specimens. (a) If the borehole is drilled along the σ1 direction, the two stresses on the
plane perpendicular to the borehole axis are 10 and 7 MPa, and the differential stress is 3 MPa. (b) If the borehole is drilled along the σ2
direction, the two stresses on the plane perpendicular to the borehole axis are 15 and 7 MPa, and the differential stress is 8 MPa.
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Figure 8. Characteristics of fracture development for (a) a differential stress of 3 MPa and a discharge energy of 11.9 kJ, and (b) a differential stress of 8 MPa and a discharge energy of 13.2 kJ. Thin solid lines are fractures.

Figure 9. Characteristics of fracture development for (a) a differential stress of 3 MPa and a discharge energy of 18.5 kJ, and (b) a differential stress of 8 MPa and a discharge energy of 18.6 kJ. Thin solid lines are fractures.

All these results indicate that the dominant fracture direction was
perpendicular to the minor principal stress if the specimen was fractured by plasma blasting with the minimum discharge energy, which
is the same result as the hydraulic fracturing. However, additional
fractures propagated oblique to the minor stress direction when the
differential stress was low. These were secondary fractures and usually short. When the differential stress was high, only one pair of fractures developed along the direction perpendicular to the minor stress.
As the discharge energy increased, the number of fractures also increased.
When the differential stress was low and the discharge energy was high,
many fractures with a variety of directions formed. Some fractures were
perpendicular to the minor stress, but some were perpendicular to the
intermediate stress, which was different result from hydraulic fractur-
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ing. This is because fracturing mechanism by plasma blasting is different from that of hydraulic fracturing. In plasma blasting, the strong
shock wave and the volume expansion of fluid by rapid evaporation
are the main sources of fracturing. When the differential stress was
high and the discharge energy was also high, a pair of distinct and
long fractures perpendicular to the minor stress as well as fractures
oblique to the major stress direction were developed. This is because
fractures are difficult to propagate along the direction perpendicular to
the major stress. When plasma blasting is applied for fracturing of
shale-gas-formation, these results indicate that horizontal drilling along
the major principal stress direction and plasma blasting with higher
energy may develop more fractures.
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Multiple Blasting in One Hole
When a cement mortar specimen was fractured under three principal stresses of σ = 25 MPa, σ = 20 MPa and σ = 17 MPa and a discharge energy of 10.5 kJ, three short fractures without any preferred
orientation were developed (Fig. 10a). Since the average of three
stresses were about 21 MPa and the minimum energy for fracturing
specimen was about 14.5 KJ with uniform pressure of 21 MPa (see
Fig. 5), the discharge energy of 10.5 KJ is much lower than the minimum discharge energy. The two stresses in the plane perpendicular to
the borehole axis were 20 and 17 MPa; thus, the differential stress was
3 MPa. Three short fractures were developed because of low blasting
energy under high stresses. One fracture was perpendicular to the
minor stress but two fractures were perpendicular to the intermediate
stress. This phenomenon which is similar to the fracturing under uniform pressure may be caused because of low differential stress. If
plasma blasting were to be applied to fracturing of shale gas formations or formation for geothermal energy development, long fractures
should be produced to increase the productivity of gas or hot water.
As described in the previous section, a higher discharge energy can
produce more and longer fractures; however, a higher energy can also
increase the possibility of borehole collapse because plasma blasting
develop rapid volume increase of fluid by evaporation, like explosives.
A second plasma blast was applied to the same specimen with the same
stress and energy as the first blast. Blasting produced one additional
fracture and lengthened the pre-existing fractures (marked in red in
Fig. 10b). When the specimen was fractured again by a third blast, the
three fractures from the first blast became longer and reached the side
of the specimen (Fig. 10c). This result indicates that multiple lowenergy blasts will produce the same fractures as a high discharge
energy with low possibility of borehole collapse.
1

2

3

the specimen. Proppants are usually injected into fractures during
hydraulic fracturing to keep the fractures open. Well-rounded, spherical and tightly graded natural sands and manufactured ceramics ranging in sizes from 100 µm to 2 mm are usually used as proppants (Smith
and Montgomery, 2015). Although proppants are easily injected into
fractures by hydraulic fracturing, because such fracturing provides a
steady flow for a long duration into the fractures, it is not certain
whether proppants will be injected into fractures by plasma blasting
because the blasting produces an instantaneous shock wave and volume increase.
To test this, plasma blasting was performed on cement mortar specimens with water mixed with proppants. The stresses on the specimen were σ = 15 MPa, σ = 10 MPa and σ = 7 MPa. The stresses in
the plane perpendicular to the borehole axis were σ = 15 MPa and σ
= 7 MPa; hence, the differential stress was 8 MPa. The discharge
energy was 13.1 kJ. Only two fractures propagated from the borehole
and were almost perpendicular to the minor stress direction on the
plane, the same result as with a differential stress of 8 MPa (Fig. 8b,
Fig. 11). After plasma blasting and removal of stress, epoxy was injected
into the fractures by placing the specimen, with the borehole filled
1

2

3

1

3

Proppant Injection
As fractures closed if water injection stopped after hydraulic fracturing because of the in situ stress, fractures produced by plasma
blasting also closed and perfectly matched due to stresses applied to

Figure 11. Photographs showing proppant injection by plasma blasting. The differential stress was 8 MPa and the discharge energy was
13.1 kJ. The red coloration inside fractures is injected proppants.

Figure 10. Characteristics of fracture development caused by multiple plasma blasts in one specimen. The differential stress was 3 MPa and
the discharge energy was 10.5 kJ. (a) Fracturing from the first blast (black), (b) fracturing from the second blast (red), and (c) fracturing
from the third blast (blue).
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with epoxy, into a vacuum chamber. After solidification of the epoxy,
the specimen was cut into 5-cm-thick slabs to check whether the proppants had penetrated the fractures. The very thin red coloration within
fractures in Fig. 11 are injected glass beads. The glass beads penetrated
about half of the whole fracture length. This short length of penetration was caused by the instantaneous shock wave and volume increase.
Other methods, such as a continuous water supply with pressure
during blasting or multiple blasting, will be required for deep penetration of proppants.

Verification of Fracturing
Fracturing by plasma blasting can be directly recognized by visual
inspection of specimens in laboratory tests; however, in situ fracturing is difficult to detect and so fracturing should be investigated by
indirect methods. Hydraulic conductivity measurement of the rock is
one of the most efficient methods of fracturing verification (Hamm et
al., 2007).
The hydraulic conductivity of a cement mortar specimen was measured by the double packer test before and after plasma blasting to
verify the presence of fracturing. Stresses of σ = σ = 5 MPa in the
plane perpendicular to the borehole axis were applied to the specimen
before plasma blasting and a packer test was conducted in the borehole. The continuously injected water for 10 minutes was 0.097 cm
under the pressure of 3 MPa. The hydraulic conductivity of the specimen calculated by equation (2) was 1.62×10 cm/sec. Stresses of σ
= 15 MPa, σ = 10 MPa and σ = 7 MPa, for which the differential stress
on the plane perpendicular to the borehole axis was 8 MPa, were applied
to the specimen, which was blasted by plasma with a discharge energy
of 14.5 kJ and fluid mixed with proppants. One pair of fractures that
reached to the sides of the specimen was observed (Fig. 11). Hydraulic conductivity was measured again under the same stress conditions
as the previous measurement. The injected water for 10 minutes was
473.4 cm under the pressure of 3 MPa and hydraulic conductivity
was found to be 7.85×10 cm/sec by Eq. (2). Thus, the hydraulic conductivity after blasting was almost four orders of magnitude greater
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than that before blasting, indicating that measurement of hydraulic
conductivity is an efficient method for verification of fracturing.

Rock Specimen Fracturing
As the cement mortar specimens are made of homogeneous isotropic material, their physical and mechanical properties are different
from those of natural shale, which is usually anisotropic and inhomogeneous. Obtaining shale specimens large enough for use in the true
tri-axial compression machine is very difficult; therefore, sandstone
was selected instead of shale. The boreholes for plasma blasting were
drilled along the direction parallel to the bedding plane to investigate
the influence of the bedding plane, because it is usually a plane of
weakness. The two stresses in the plane perpendicular to the borehole
axis were 15 and 7 MPa, and the differential stress was 8 MPa. The
discharge energy was 16.5 kJ. When the bedding plane was perpendicular to the minor stress direction, plasma blasting produced a pair
of long and straight fractures parallel to the bedding plane and perpendicular to the minor stress direction (Fig. 12a). These fractures reached
the side of the specimen, which is the same result as for a cement
specimen with a differential stress of 8 MPa (see Fig. 8b). However,
when the bedding plane was parallel to the minor stress direction, a
pair of short fractures almost perpendicular to the bedding plane and
the minor stress direction were developed (Fig. 12b). One short fracture along the bedding plane, which was perpendicular to the major
stress direction, also formed. This result indicates that the geological
structures, such as bedding plane, are also a factor considered for fracturing by plasma blasting. However, stress states control the fracture
directions more than the geological structure.

Conclusions
Laboratory-scale fracturing by plasma blasting was performed using
cement mortar specimens and sandstone specimens to investigate the
possibility of using plasma blasting to fracture shale-gas-bearing rock.

Figure 12. Patterns of fracture development in sandstone (a) when σ3 was perpendicular to the bedding plane, and (b) when σ3 was parallel to
the bedding plane. The differential stress was 8 MPa and the discharge energy was 16.5 kJ. Thin solid lines are fractures.
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The variation of discharge voltage with gap distances was examined.
Although the gap distances were the same, the discharge voltages were
different because of differences in the copper ball surfaces, humidity
and electrical conductivity of fluid. Therefore, average voltages were
determined from several measurements at the same gap distance. The
average discharge voltages increased linearly as gap distances increased
and the discharge energy increased as a parabolic curve.
Plasma blasting was performed to investigate energy necessary for
fracturing cement mortar specimens under uniform pressures, and a
zone was determined, rather than a line. The upper line indicates the
highest energy and the lower line represents the lowest energy for
fracturing of a cement mortar specimen by plasma blasting. As uniform pressures increased, both the upper and the lower limits of energy
required for fracturing increased as parabolic curves. When specimens
were fractured by plasma blasting with almost the same energy but
under different uniform pressures, fewer fractures were developed at
higher uniform pressure.
Plasma blasting was carried out for cement mortar specimens to
which three different stresses were applied to represent the assumed
in situ stress conditions. Specimens were fractured under differential
stresses of 3 and 8 MPa and the characteristics of fracture development were investigated. Fractures were perpendicular to the minor
stress direction if the specimen was fractured by plasma blasting with
the minimum discharge energy. When the differential stress was low,
additional fractures propagated along the direction oblique to the
minor stress direction, but these were secondary fractures and usually
short. When the differential stress was high, fractures formed along
the direction perpendicular to the minor stress. As the discharge energy
increased, the number of fractures also increased. When the differential stress was low and the discharge energy was high, many fractures
along a variety of directions were developed. When the differential
stress was high and the discharge energy was also high, some fractures oblique to the minor stress direction were generated. Borehole
wall collapse was not observed when energy higher than the minimum required for fracturing was applied.
When a specimen was blasted several times by a fracturing energy
that was lower than the minimum, the fractures developed were the
same as those generated by a high discharge energy, without any possibility of the borehole collapse that might be caused by the higher
discharge energy. Proppants were injected effectively into the fractures
by plasma blasting. If continuous water supply with pressure during
blasting or multiple blasting were used, proppants would penetrate deep
into the fractures. The hydraulic conductivity of the specimen increased
by four orders of magnitude after plasma blasting. When sandstone
was blasted by plasma, the fracture orientation was strongly influenced
by the geological structure.
All these results indicate that plasma blasting can be a possible
method for fracturing in shale gas development. However, because
plasma blasting has mostly been applied to laboratory-scale cement
mortar specimens, further studies will be necessary to apply plasma
blasting to fracking of shale-gas-bearing formations in field. Plasma
blasting can also be used for fracturing geothermal reservoirs, but an
apparatus with much higher energy than that used in this experiment
will be necessary because igneous rock, such as granite, is stronger than
cement mortar specimens and stress may be higher than that applied
in this study. As mentioned, this study focuses mainly on laboratory-

scale experiments involving a cement and mortar mixture. The results
obtained here do not provide sufficient information to reasonably discuss the blasting behavior of metamorphic and igneous rocks. However, this topic should certainly be included in future studies and fieldbased applications.
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